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Abstract

In this contribution, simple methods are presented for controlling a simulated moving bed (SMB) chromatographic process
with standard PI (proportional integral) controllers. The first method represents a simple and model-free inferential control
scheme which was motivated from common distillation column control. The SMB unit is equipped with UV detectors. The
UV signals in the four separation zones of the unit are fixed by four corresponding PI controllers calculating the ratio of
liquid and solid flow in the respective separation zone. In order to be able to adjust the product purity a second, model-based
control scheme is proposed. It makes use of the nonlinear wave propagation phenomena in the apparatus. The controlled
chromatographic unit is automatically working with minimum solvent consumption and maximum feed throughput—without
any numerical optimization calculations. This control algorithm can therefore also be applied for fast optimization of SMB
processes.
   2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction lated moving bed (SMB) is increasingly applied to a
number of separation problems.

For the production of pharmaceutical compounds The SMB process (Fig. 1) was patented 4 decades
or in the area of fine chemistry and biochemistry, ago by Universal Oil Products[1]. Here, the com-
chromatographic separation processes have a great ponents of a binary mixture are separated by the use
importance. Traditionally, chromatographic separa- of a simulated countercurrent movement between a
tions were operated in batch mode. Because of a liquid solvent and a solid adsorbent phase.
number of benefits, e.g., lower solvent consumption The SMB unit consists of four separation zones
and lower dilution of the products, nowadays the bordered by two inlet nodes, feed and solvent and
continuous chromatographic separation using a simu- two outlet nodes, extract and raffinate. The move-

ment of the adsorbent phase is simulated by cyclic
switching of the inlet and outlet ports in the direction
of the fluid flow. If all flow-rates in the unit are*Corresponding author. Fax:149-391-6110-543.
chosen properly, the stronger adsorbed component AE-mail address: schramm@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de

(H. Schramm). can be withdrawn at the extract, the less adsorbed
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 Based on equilibrium theory[5] it is possible to
obtain explicit bounds on the flow-rate ratios in each
zone. These boundaries can be directly calculated
from the adsorption isotherms and the feed con-

II IIIcentration. In them –m plane inFig. 2, different
operating regions can be identified for Langmuir type
adsorption equilibrium. If flow-rate ratios are chosen,
which are lying in the triangle shaped region in the
middle of the diagram, complete separation is
achieved. FromFig. 2, optimal operating conditions
can be easily determined. At pointW, the difference

II IIIbetweenm andm and therefore the feed through-
put is maximized while complete separation is
guaranteed. If the conditions for complete separation
[3] in the outer zones are fulfilled, minimal solvent

Fig. 1. Simulated moving bed process. consumption is achieved at minimum difference
I IVbetweenm and m .

It is obvious, that operating an SMB unit close to
component B appears at the raffinate. For a more this economic optimum causes a high sensitivity to
detailed description of the SMB process we refer to disturbances. Even small fluctuations of the flow-
the literature (e.g., Refs.[2,3]). rates or other operating parameters lead to a shift of

For selecting suitable flow-rates a number of the operating point into one of the neighboring
methods are available. The well known ‘‘triangle regions and contaminations of at least one of the
theory’’ [3,4] is now common practice to design product streams occur. This behavior is illustrated in
SMB processes. The key design parameters are theFig. 3 for a stepwise increase of the feed flow rate by

jnet mass flow-rate ratiosm , defined as the ratio 10%. The figure shows the step response of the
between liquid and solid flow-rate in each zonej of concentration profiles in the middle of the switching
the unit. For a simplified true moving bed (TMB) intervals. The component concentration fronts in
unit with true countercurrent flow of liquid and solid zones III and IV move to the right and affect the
phase, the net mass flow-rate ratios can be written as: purity of the product streams. Thus, in order to be

´ujj ]]]m 5 , j 5 I, II, III, IV (1)  
(12´)us

where´ is the total porosity,u the liquid velocityj

and u the solid velocity. For an SMB unit thes

transport of pore fluid in the direction of the solid
phase due to the cyclic switching has to be consid-
ered:

´u ´jj ]]] ]]m 5 2 , j 5 I, II, III, IV (2)
(12´)u (12´)s

Here u is a fictitious solid velocity which can bes

calculated from the column lengthL and the switch-
ing time T according to:s

L
Fig. 2. Different separation regimes determined with triangle]u 5 (3)s Ts theory according to Ref.[3].
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 position of concentration fronts in the column is
inferred by temperature measurements at specific
trays. In the case of a chromatographic separation,
these measurements will be UV measurements. No
mathematical model is required. The control scheme
is useful for rejecting unforeseen disturbances. How-
ever since it is an inferential control approach, some
offset in the product purity may occur. Nevertheless,
this offset is significantly smaller than in the open
loop system.

In order to be able to adjust the product purity a
second, model-based control scheme is proposed in
the second part of the paper. It makes use of the
nonlinear wave propagation phenomena in the ap-Fig. 3. Step response of the concentration profiles of an SMB unit
paratus. The controlled chromatographic unit is(middle of switching intervals) operated at minimum solvent

consumption and maximum feed throughput for a certain desired automatically working with minimum solvent con-
product purity (98%). The feed flow-rate was increased by 10%. sumption and maximum feed throughput—without

any numerical optimization calculations. This simple
control algorithm can therefore also be applied for

able to operate the SMB unit under optimum oper- fast optimization of SMB processes.
ating conditions, closed loop control is necessary.

In the literature, some publications dealing with
control of SMB processes exist. A number of these 2 . Example process
contributions uses a model predictive control ap-
proach (e.g., Refs.[6–9]). Other control schemes 2 .1. Modeling
based on input /output linearization are described in
Refs.[10] and[11]. Alternatively, two control strate- In this contribution, the control algorithms will be
gies based on simple PI controllers are presented in verified in a simulation study. For this, the separation
this paper. The control strategies are specially tai- of cyclopentanone (component A) and cyclohep-
lored to the dynamic characteristics of SMB pro- tanone (component B) is used as an example process.
cesses as illustrated inFig. 3. The separation is performed with a preparative scale

The first method represents an inferential control SMB unit equipped with eight columns (two per
scheme which was motivated by an established zone). The parameters used for the simulation are
technique from distillation column control where the listed inTable 1.

T able 1
Parameters for the separation of two cycloketones using a preparative-scale SMB unit

Column length (two columns per zone) 25 cm
Column diameter 2.0 cm
Overall void fraction 0.83

2Axial dispersion coefficient D (cm /min)50.25?uap j

Number of theoretical plates per column 50
F FFeed concentrationc 5c 1.25 (%v/v)A B

Switching time 3.172 min
Langmuir parameter according to Eq. (6)
a 8.52A

21b 0.295 (%v/v)A

a 5.97B
21b 0.154 (%v/v)B
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 The SMB process is modeled using a standard
equilibrium dispersive model[5], where c is thei

concentration of componenti in the liquid phase and
q the corresponding solid-phase concentration. Thei

linear fluid velocity is marked byu, z is the spatial
coordinate,t the time and́ the total porosity of the
column:

2
≠c ≠q ≠c ≠ c12´i i i i
] ]] ] ] ]]1 ? 1 u ? 5D ? ,ap,i 2≠t ´ ≠t ≠z ≠z
i 5A, B (4)

A local equilibrium between the solid and the
mobile phases is assumed [i.e.,q 5 q (c , c )]. Thei i A B

contributions to band broadening due to axial disper-
sion and mass transfer resistances are lumped into

Fig. 4. Sampling of the whole UV profile after a certain numberthe apparent dispersion coefficientsD .ap,i of switches.
The boundary conditions at the inlet (in) and outlet

of the individual columns are given by the Danck-
move over the concentration profiles during thewerts relations:
switching cycles (Fig. 4). Hence, with these two UV≠ciU]D 2 u(c u 2 c )50, sensors it is possible to obtain a full UV profile afterap,i i z50 i,in≠z z50
four switches.

≠ci The choice of the sensor locations was made asU]D 50 (5)ap,i ≠z z5L proposed in Ref.[13].

The adsorption equilibrium can be described using
a non stoichiometric Langmuir isotherm:

3 . Inferential controla ci i
]]]]q 5 , i 5A, B (6)i
11 O b ck k The inferential control approach is a very simple

k5A,B
way to control a simulated moving bed plant. This

For the simulation of the distributed parameter technique is well established for the control of
system a method of lines approach is used. The distillation columns[14] where the positions of the
partial differential Eqs. (4) and (5) are discretized concentration fronts in the column and therefore
using the finite volume method[12]. product purities are controlled by temperature mea-

surements at specific trays. Replacing the tempera-
2 .2. Measurements ture measurements by UV sensors in the middle of

the separation zones of a chromatographic SMB unit
The SMB unit is equipped with four UV sensors at leads to an inferential control approach for simulated

different locations in the unit. Two of them are moving bed plants.
located in the product streams, extract and raffinate The method is illustrated inFig. 5. The UV profile
and two detectors are situated in the closed circula- as sum of the component concentrations in the unit is
tion loop. UV sensors produce a signal equivalent to recorded by the sensors 3 and 4 (Fig. 4) during the
the sum of the component concentration. A direct operation of the plant. Typically, four different
measurement of concentrations is expensive and separation fronts can be observed in the concen-
often not so reliable. tration as well as in the UV profile. If these fronts are

Sensors 3 and 4 in the closed circulation loop are located within different separation zones, they can be
fixed with respect to certain columns and therefore fixed by four independent PI controllers.
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 it is now easy to calculate the flow-ratesQ to control
]the SMB unit.

There are five degrees of freedom in the plant,
therefore it is necessary to fix one flow-rateQ infix

order to be able to calculate the complete set of
operating parameters from fourm equations.Q canfix

be an arbitrary external or internal flow according to
the requirements of up- or downstream processes.

In Fig. 6 the SMB unit is operated with optimum
flow-rates according to minimum solvent consump-
tion and maximum feed throughput for a desired
product purity of 98%. For illustration of the control
performance, a step disturbance of the feed flow
(10% increase) is introduced to the controlled plant

Fig. 5. Inferential control scheme. after 20 min. This is the same disturbance as shown
in Fig. 3. Contrary to this open loop behavior, the
product purity of the controlled unit can be stabilized

During the startup of the SMB unit suitable flow- by a variation of the manipulated variables, i.e.,
rates are adjusted according to some design pro- liquid flows. In particular the feed flow-rate returns
cedure. Subsequently, the plant will be operated open to its initial value after some transient.
loop until a cyclic steady state is reached. Due to the The inferential controller is well suited for keeping
traveling wave nature of the separation fronts only an operating point in the presence of flow distur-
small adjustments from the optimal operating point bances. However, a drawback of inferential control is
are then necessary to position the separation fronts in that the product purity is not directly controlled. If
the middle of the different zones of the unit. the shape of the fronts is changed as a result of a

The UV signals in the middle of the separation disturbance, the product purity will change, although
zones are recorded during the open loop operation of the controllers adjust the front position such that the
the unit and can subsequently be used as setpoints difference between measured signal and setpoint is
for the PI controllers. If the cyclic steady state is zero.
reached and the product purity at both product
outlets fulfill the purity constraints, the controller can

 be activated. The UV sensors 1 to 4 in the closed
circulation loop (Fig. 4) provide measurements for
the middle of each separation zone. In the considered
example, every four switches a new measurement
signal is available for the PI controllers which are
located in different zones. Note that the positioning
of the PI controllers in the middle of the separation
zones implies only weak interaction between the
different control loops. The PI controllers can be
tuned using a standard SISO (single input, single
output) design procedure.

From the difference between measured signals and
recorded setpoints, the PI controllers calculate the

jflow-rate ratiosm for each separation zone. In a first
approach, this comparison will only be done at Fig. 6. Step response of manipulated flow-rates and controlled
specific times within a switching interval, e.g., the purity after a 10% increase of the feed flow-rate. Inferential

jend of the interval. From the four flow-rate ratiosm control, the switching time was fixed.
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The shape of the concentration fronts will vary for variant. First results show a much better control
example due to a variation of the feed concentration performance. Furthermore, investigations on the
or a change of the adsorption equilibrium in the plant application of MIMO (multi input, multi output)
as a result of aging of the stationary phase. Then the control instead of four independent PI controllers
controller can not stabilize the purity at its initial will be made.
value and an offset will appear. This is illustrated in
Fig. 7, where a step disturbance of the feed con-
centration is introduced to the controlled unit. The

4 . Model-based controlfeed concentration of the weaker adsorbed com-
ponent is increased by 10%. As expected, the

In order to be able to adjust the product purity, aproduct purity cannot be stabilized at its initial value
second, model-based control scheme was developed.and an offset is observed. However, the performance
This technique combines a model-based measure-of the controlled unit is much better than the
ment approach with simple PI control. In contrast toperformance of the open loop unit. In the corre-
the inferential control approach, now the concen-sponding open loop case, the product purity of the
tration profiles are used to control the unit instead ofextract decreases to about 95% as a result of the
the UV profile. The concentration profiles are recon-disturbance.
structed online from the UV measurements by a stateUp to now, the measurements have only been
observer. The fundamentals of the model-basedevaluated at specific times of the switching intervals.
control scheme were also presented in Ref.[15].As a result, only a limited amount of information on

The controller is based on the propagation ofthe dynamics of the concentration fronts is available
concentration fronts in the apparatus. According tofor the controller which is therefore rather slow. In
Ref. [16] the components move through the SMBorder to verify this, current investigations are
unit as nonlinear waves. In general, two differentconcerned with continuous processing of the mea-
kinds of waves are present in the unit: expansivesurement signals and using the whole UV profile as
(spreading) waves and constant pattern (shock)measurement for the controller. As a consequence,
waves. In the case of Langmuir type adsorptionthe setpoints of the PI controllers have to be time
behavior, spreading waves can be observed in zones
I and II and shock waves in zones III and IV. The
velocity w of a concentration pointc* within a

]
spreading wave can be calculated from: 

dq (c)i ]]]Fu ? 2 uUs jdc c*i ]j ]]]]]]w 5 , i 5A, B,
dq (c)i ]]]11F ? Udc c*i ]

j 5 I, II (7)

with F 5 (12´) /´. The velocity of constant pattern
waves follows from:

[q (c)]i ]]]Fu ? 2 us j[c ]ij ]]]]]w 5 , i 5A, B, j 5 III, IV (8)
[q (c)]i ]Fig. 7. Step response of manipulated flow-rates and controlled ]]11F

[c ]purity after a 10% increase of the feed concentration of the less i

adsorbed component. Inferential control, the switching time was
fixed. These equations correspond to the equations for an
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f Ra IIIequivalent true moving bed system, but can also be q (c )2 q (c ) wA AIII ] ]]]]]] ]used for the control of the SMB plant as explained m 5 2f Ra Fuc 2 c sA Alater in this paper. It has to be noted that in the SMB
f Racase, all concentration values in Eqs. (7) and (8) q (c )2 q (c )A A] ]]]]]]? 11F ? (11)S Df Rarepresent integral average values over a switching c 2 cA Ainterval. Underlined variables mark a vector of

Ra Raseveral values or parameters. q (c )BIV ]]]]m 5 (12)The coherence principle of Helfferich and Whitley RacB[17] implies that at a certain spatial point in the unit
all component waves travel with the same velocity. If one flow-rateQ is fixed, every other flowQfix ]Therefore it is sufficient to consider only the veloci- can be calculated from thesem values. In order to
ties of the ‘‘key’’ components in every zone (com- obtain the correct flow-rates for the SMB case, Eq.
ponent A in zones I and III and component B in (2) has to be used instead of Eq. (1).

I IVzones II and IV). For the calculation of the flow-rate ratiosm –m
Spreading waves are characterized by the fact that according to Eqs. (9)–(12) the concentration values

Ex f Ralowest concentrations travel with the lowest velocity. c , c andc are needed. These concentrations are
] ] ]

Thus, in Eq. (7) the term dq (c) /dc u has to be the determined online from the available UV measure-i i c*] ]
ments by means of a state observer as described inslope of the isotherm at the left borders of zones I
Ref. [18]. Using a process model, the sensor signalsand II, respectively. Provided that the solid and the
of the real plant are simulated. The differenceliquid phase are fully regenerated in the outer zones,

Ex between these simulated and the real measurements,the concentrationsc* are zero for zone I andc* 5c
] ] ]

UV 1–4 in Fig. 4, is multiplied by a correctionfor zone II. In contrast, the quantity [q (c)] / [c ] ini i]
matrix and fed back to the observer model. For aEq. (8) represents the ratio of the differences be-
proper design of the correction matrix, the states oftween the largest and the smallest concentration of a
the observer model will converge to the real con-shock wave, i.e., the height of the shock. With the

f Ra centration profiles. The state observer consists of anknowledge of the concentrationsc entering andc
] ]

SMB model and provides the cyclic concentrationleaving zone III (Fig. 3) and the adsorption isotherm,
values to the controller. In order to process thesethe velocity of the waves in zone III can be calcu-
concentration values in the control algorithm, thelated. For zone IV the wave velocity results from

Ra concentrations have to be averaged by integrationc 5 0 and the raffinate concentrationsc according
] ]

over a switching interval. Through this, the controlto complete regeneration of the liquid phase. It has to
f task is converted to a simple continuous problem.be noted, that the inlet concentrationc of zone III isA

It has to be noted, that if the concentrations in thenot necessarily the highest concentration of the wave
SMB unit can be measured directly (e.g., by aof component A in zone III. The use of this
combination of polarimeter and UV detector forconcentration can therefore cause an error in the
enantiomers) no state observer would be needed forcalculation of the wave velocity. However, this effect
the model-based control algorithm.is compensated by the feedback structure of the

For the following consideration let us assume thatcontrol algorithm as discussed later in this paper.
I IV the SMB unit achieves complete separation. If theWith w 5w 50 and substituting Eq. (1) into

wave velocities in all zones are zero, the waves areEqs. (7) and (8) the following expressions for the net
balanced within the zones. If the liquid flow in zonesmass flow-rate ratios in every section of a true
I or II would be slightly decreased, the concentrationmoving bed unit can be written:
fronts would start moving to the left until they reachIm 5 a (9)A the respective zone boundary. Impurities in the
extract outlet or the border to zone IV will occur andIIdq (c) dq (c)wB BII ] ] complete separation is not achieved. Hence, for]] ] ]]m 5 2 ? 11F ?U US DEx Exdc Fu dcc cB s B] ] complete separation and zero wave velocity mini-

(10) mum liquid flow-rates in zones I and II exist. Analog
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considerations can be made for zones III and IV. In vironment Diva[19] with a sequential quadratic
these zones, maximum liquid flow-rates are programming algorithm. As an objective function,
achieved. As a result, the SMB unit is operated with the ratio of solvent and feed flow-rate was minimized
maximum feed throughput and minimum solvent corresponding to simultaneous maximization of pro-
consumption for complete separation. ductivity and minimization of solvent consumption.

In most practical applications it is not reasonable In order to prevent a breakthrough of component A
to achieve complete separation, lower quality re- from zone I into zone IV, the m value in zone I was
quirements have to be fulfilled. Through this, a more fixed to the Henry coefficient of component A. This
economic operation is possible. For the adjustment relation follows from the considerations of the
of the desired product purity the concentration fronts triangle theory as well as from Eq. (9). Them values
in zones II and III can be shifted. If the purity at the in the remaining three zones were adjusted by the
extract is too low, the fronts in zone II have to be optimization routine as shown inTable 2. Both
moved to the right, if the purity is too high, the approaches, rigorous optimization and model-based
fronts have to be shifted to the left. For the raffinate controller, provide almost the same results for them
withdrawal point equivalent instructions can be values.
formulated regarding zone III. The shifting of the For an SMB process the optimal operating param-
wave fronts can be realized by two PI controllers eters will be slightly different[8]. However, it is
with the product purities as controlled variables, obvious that also in the SMB case the controller
which are adjusted by changing the wave velocities automatically adjusts the corresponding optimal op-
in zones II and III. Then the SMB unit achieves also erating conditions due to the feedback principle. In
maximum feed throughput and minimum solvent the present case the optimal operating conditions of
consumption. the SMB process with a product purity of 98% are:

I II III IVIn order to confirm these optimum operating m 58.520,m 54.823,m 56.010 andm 54.920.
conditions, inTable 2the optimization of an equiva- Here, for the calculation of the flow-ratesQ from the

]lent TMB unit with parameters according toTable 1 m values, Eq. (2) has to be used instead of Eq. (1).
and the model-based controller is compared with a Based on the above considerations, the control
rigorous numerical optimization. The rigorous op- structure shown inFig. 8 was developed. The
timization was performed using the simulation en- concentration profiles in the controlled SMB unit are

T able 2
Comparison of rigorous numerical optimization (opt) and optimization using the model-based control algorithm (con) for an equivalent TMB
unit (Table 1)

I II III IVPUR (%) m m m m obj5Q /QEx / Ra sv fe

Triangle theory 100 8.520 4.969 6.072 4.942

opt 99.5 8.520 5.018 6.084 5.010 3.29
con 8.520 5.017 6.084 5.009 3.29

opt 99.0 8.520 4.904 6.034 4.963 3.15
con 8.520 4.904 6.034 4.958 3.15

opt 98.0 8.520 4.754 5.976 4.902 2.96
con 8.520 4.754 5.975 4.890 2.97

opt 95.0 8.520 4.453 5.891 4.788 2.59
con 8.520 4.453 5.891 4.756 2.62

opt 90.0 8.520 4.109 5.864 4.683 2.19
con 8.520 4.074 5.854 4.599 2.20

IThe m value was fixed.
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Fig. 8. Model-based control scheme.

determined by the state observer. From the product It has to be pointed out, that the flow-rates in
concentrations the extract and raffinate purity can be every zone of the unit were automatically adjusted
calculated and compared with the desired purity. such that the unit is operated with minimum solvent
Two independent PI controllers specify the traveling consumption and maximum feed throughput. The
wave velocities in zones II and III, respectively. The adjustment of the desired product purity at both
four m values are calculated according to Eqs. (9)– product outlets is achieved without any numerical
(12) by the use of the inflow concentrations to zone optimization calculation. Therefore, this algorithm is

f ExIII, c and the extract and raffinate concentrationsc also applicable for fast optimization of SMB pro-
] ]Raandc . Complete regeneration of the adsorbent and cesses. For that, the control algorithm can be directly
]

the liquid phase in zones I and IV is guaranteed. As applied to the process model which has to be
in the inferential control approach, the flow-ratesQ optimized and no observer is needed.

]
 can be calculated by fixing an arbitrary flowQ fix

from thesem values.
In Fig. 9 the time plots of manipulated and

controlled variables are shown for a step disturbance
of the feed concentration of the less adsorbed
component. At 20 min, this concentration was in-
creased by 10%. In the present case the observer and
the process model are identical corresponding to an
identity observer. Contrary to the inferential control
approach (Fig. 7), the model-based controller is able
to stabilize the product purity at both outlets at its
initial value of 98% without any offset.

Furthermore, the controller can handle setpoint
changes of the desired purity. This is illustrated in
Fig. 10 where the desired purity of the raffinate

Fig. 9. Manipulated flow-rates and controlled purity after a 10%
outlet is decreased from 98 to 95%. The new purity increase of the feed concentration of the less adsorbed component.
was adjusted fairly fast by increasing the feed and Model-based control, identity observer. The switching time was
raffinate flow-rate. fixed.
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 isotherm parameters have influence on the controlled
flow-rates in the outer zones. Hence, if the flow-rates
in these zones are adjusted by the application of Eqs.
(9) and (12), safety factors have to be applied.
However, this is also common in the design process
of an uncontrolled unit. As an alternative, two
additional PI controllers can be applied to the outer
zones used to keep the averaged front positions in
zones I and IV constant.

For the observer an accurate knowledge of the
isotherm parameters is crucial. Here, for model
inaccuracies an offset between real and estimated
concentration values will appear. This could be a
problem if the aging process of the stationary phase
is very intense, which is often true for biosepa-Fig. 10. Manipulated flow-rates and controlled purity after a step
rations. In that case, the concept has to be extendedchange of the desired purity of the raffinate outlet from 98 to 95%.

Model-based control, identity observer. The switching time was by some suitable measurement or estimation of the
fixed. adsorbent aging. However, in the considered exam-

ple of the separation of two cycloketones, aging of
Up to now, the controller works with the assump- the stationary phase is not important and can be

tion of complete regeneration of the adsorbent and neglected.
liquid phase in the outer zones. Naturally, the
controller provides optimum operating conditions for
these kind of processes only, where complete regene-5 . Conclusions
ration is required. This is fulfilled if a relatively high
product purity is demanded. In this paper, two different and relatively simple

To complete the considerations about the model- control schemes for the optimum operation of simu-
based controller, its behavior in the presence of lated moving bed processes were presented.
model inaccuracies has to be discussed. Let us The first method, inferential control, was moti-
assume in a first step, that we can directly measure vated by common control schemes in distillation.
the required concentrations without an observer. As The product purity is inferred from UV measure-
shown in the block diagram inFig. 8, the flow-rate ments at four characteristic positions of the plant.
ratios in zones II and III are controlled via feedback Four independent PI controllers are used to keep
control. Therefore inaccuracies of the parameters these signals constant. The control algorithm does
(e.g., isotherm) of the wave Eqs. (7) and (8) can be not need any mathematical model and is well suited
tolerated. Eqs. (10) and (11) provide starting values for processes, where fluctuations of the feed com-
for the m values in the inner zones and these values position can be widely excluded. This is often valid
will be finally adapted by manipulating the wave for pharmaceutical separations, where large batches

II IIIvelocities w and w by the PI controllers to the of a raw material are to be processed. For fluctuating
optimum value. In principle, a direct adjustment of feed concentrations an offset in the product purity
the m values or flows as manipulated variables for will appear. However, this offset is much smaller as
the PI controllers instead of using the wave velocities the deviation appearing from the disturbance in the
is also possible but leads to a decreased robustness of open loop unit. Aging of the stationary phase will
the whole system. also have this effect on the controlled purity. In this

In contrast, the flow-rate ratios in the outer zones I case, an occasional readjustment of the set values for
and IV are controlled via feed forward control. The the PI controllers during the operation of the SMB
m values in the outer zones are directly calculated plant seems to be necessary to guarantee a satisfac-
from the wave velocity equations. Inaccuracies of the tory operation.
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